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Abstract.  NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC), in collaboration with Johnson Space Center (JSC), the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Kennedy Space Center (KSC), and industry partners, is leading a proton-
exchange-membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) advanced development effort to support the vision for Exploration.    
This effort encompasses the fuel cell portion of the Energy Storage Project under the Exploration Technology 
Development Program, and is directed at multiple power levels for both primary and regenerative fuel cell 
systems.  The major emphasis is the replacement of active mechanical ancillary components with passive 
components in order to reduce mass and parasitic power requirements, and to improve system reliability.  A 
dual approach directed at both flow-through and non flow-through PEMFC system technologies is underway.  
A brief overview of the overall PEMFC project and its constituent tasks will be presented, along with in-depth 
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